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Abstract 

AERODYNAMICS OF \'liNG-SLIPSTREAM INTERACTION 
ESPECIALLY FOR V/STOL CONFIGURATIONS 

B. Strater 

Institut fur Flugtechnik, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt 

A method for calculating the wing loading of propeller
wing-configurations is presented. The non-uniform velocity field 
within a slipstream is taken into account as well as displacement 
effects of an inclined slipstream occurring in the transition fliaht 
of a tilt wing V/STOL aircraft. A serniernpirical procedure, ·· 
describing the wing loading allows solutions even in the stalled 
region. 

In calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of a 
propeller-slipstream configuration, the slipstream boundary 
conditions and the wing tangency flow condition are fulfilled. 

Some results, showing the influence of the non-uniform 
slipstream velocity distribution are presented. In addition some 
predicted results are compared with test results. 
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coefficients of infinite series solution for velocity 
· potential 

drag coefficient 

lift coefficient 

pitching moment coefficient 

normal force coefficient 

thrust coefficient 

resultant thrust coefficient 

chord length 
static pressure 
propeller radius 

fully contracted slipstream radius 
velocity components in cartesian coordinates 
free stream velocity 

swirl velocity 

cartesian coordinates 
cylindrical coordinates 
control point location 

vortex point location 

dimensionless coordinates x=x/R; r=r/R; y=y/R 
circulation 
velocity potential 
angle of attack 
slipstream inclination angle in the Trefftz-plane 
downwash angle 
advance ratio 
dimensionless circulation 
effective turbulent viscosity 
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2. Introduction 

ThE; aerodynamic problem of the interaction between a '..Jing 
and.a propeller slipstream in which the wing is partially immersed 
is one of the prime considerations in the development of propeller
driven tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft. In contrast to conventional 
aircraft, the propulsion system of V/STOL aircraft is an integral 1' 
part of the lifting system and wing-propeller interactions are 
used to achieve efficient and controllable transition flight. 
:.n this flight region between hover and cruise, the large 
incl~nution of slipstreams and the high angle of attack of the wing 
are remarkable. Figure 1 shows the predicted curves of the tilt 
angle and the wing angle of attack within the slipstreams over 
take-off and landing speed respectively. Furthermore, the propeller 
diameters are very large and most parts of the wings are immersed 
in the slipstreams. In the determination of the induced flowfield 
on the immersed wing parts, one has to care for the non-uniformity 
of the slipstream velocity distribution. 

The present investigation reported herein was undertaken 
to define more exactly the effect of slipstream distribution on 
wing performance and to give a further insight into the stall 
charakteristics of the slipstream imnersed wing. 

At first, an actuator disc analysis for an inclined non
uniform slipstream is developed, then a non-linear semiempirical 
lifting line procedure is introduced. This method is valid for 
wings of moderate to high aspect ratio to which lifting line theory 
may be applied, but it is possible to obtain results in the 
separated flow region until and beyond maximum lift. At last, a 
superposition of these methods, both based on potential theory, 
will be realized, in order to obtain a tool for describing wing
slipstream interaction. 

3. Propeller Analysis 

The application of a propeller-slipstream procedure in a 
wing-slipstream interaction calculation for V/STOL aircrafts 
requires certain preconditions. Firstly, the model should describe 
the most important influences caused by the slipstream on the 
flowfield of the wing. The non-uniform axial slipstream velocity 
produces an increase in local velocity over the slipstream-
immersed portion of the wing, while propeller swirl and displacement 
effect of the slipstream inclination change the wing local angle 
of attack. Secondly,the procedure should not be too difficult 
because the an.'llytical and numerical problems in obtaining a wing
slipstream interaction solution are great enough. Therefore, 
complex vortex methods, as used in rotor dynamics, are out of 
question. 

Here, an inclined actuator disc theory is combined with a 
twodimensional potential formulation. 
The following assumptions have to be made: 
- the flowfield is incompressible. 

the slipstream cross section remains circular, even in a large 
distance downstream 

- on the propeller disc the resultant force is the thrust also 
with inclination. The in-plane force which is usually small 
compared with the normal force is neglected 
the number of propeller-blades is infinite, then the loading 
of the propeller is a function of the radius r only and not of 
the angle of rotation ~. 

If the radial loading is descretized concentric tubes with constant 
loading will be formed, as to be seen in the figure below. 
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Slipstream Model 

In a further simplification, the induced flowfield of an 
inclined propeller is only considered far behind the propeller 
disc, in the so-called Trefftz-plane. Then the problem becomes 
two-dimensional. In this plane, the radius of the greatest tube 
is taken as that of the fully contracted slipstream. 

A slipstream coordinate system x,r, is introduced, as to 
be seen in the next figure. The x-axis is coincident with the 
tube axis. The propeller axis is inclined to the free-stream 
direction by an angle a , while the slipstream axis in the Trefftz
plane is inclined by anPangle 6. 

Section A-A 
Trefftz-p\ane-

Coordinate System and Slipstream Geometry 

On the slipstream boundary, two boundary conditions have 
to be fulfilled, the pressure and the flow angle condition. On the 
boundaries separating the different zones between j=l and j=n 
(see figure above) the pressure and the flow angle condition have 
to be fulfilled, too. If the flowfield within each tube as well 
as outside the slipstream is inviscid and irrotational a velocity 
potential exist. Then the flowfield in each tube may be described 
by the La-place-equation 

1 1 
~ + - ~ + -.,.. ~.n,n, = 0 
rrj r rj r~ YYJ 

j:::O, ••. ,n 

The general solution of this equation is given by 

"' ~· (r,4J) = I 
J m=O 

(am. cos m4J + b mj sin m4J) (em. 
J J 

• 

rm + d m. 
J 

< < d . 0 for rj+l- r- rj an J= , ••• ,n , 
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The special solution of the velocity potential t .. is obtained 
by satisfying the two boundary conditions on eac~ boundary 
surface me11tioned above, and in addition the conditi.on, that ¢ 
outside tlk slipstream tends to zero as r tends to infinity ang 
the condition that in the central tube On is finite on the 
slipstream ce11terline. Tl1e sy~mct~ic flow character with respect 
to the y- and z-plane simplifies the solution. 

The velocity potential is a function of the Trefftz-plane
~haracteristics, the propeller induced a~ial velocities uj, the 
inclination angle 8 and the fully contracted slipstream radius R. 
Normally, the propeller radius Rp, the tilt angle ap and the thrust 
distribution CT(r) are known. The combination of these variables 
is possible because of the conservation laws of mass, energy, and 
momentum (see (1)). · · 

To calculate the wing loading of a propeller-wing
configurati.on, it is important to know the induced dowl1\Jnsl1 due 
to the slipstream. In the aerodynamic coordinate system, the 
downwash angle is defined as 

(w.+l\1 !sino)•cosli-u. sino 
J ro , J 

E: (r ,t_p)::: -arc t.::1n (W~I,\:· ·1 sin6) • .:;inO+u. cosO 
J C\) I J 

Figure 2 shows predicted dowDwnsh angles on the lateral axis of 
the slipstrca1n with different Ll1rust loadings C~(r). Within the 
slipstream dowilwash exists, while outside UJ?Was~ can be 
recognized. The (t0\'11hJrl sh angle aqua ·:.:.ion shOi.lS that me. inly the 
velocity componc:1ts vi· ar'd Uj influence the d01-mwash angle. The 
thrust distributions ~ay JJe expressed by the velocity distributions 
1ljr therefore, the great iJlfltlcnce of the thrust loading is in 
reality the infl':?nc:::: of the different :'c:locity distribu~ions Uj. 
Tho constant loactlng (curve a) agrees w1th a homoenergct1c 
dGscription of l:_hti E.:lipsU .. ~Gv.w as done by Levinsky e.a. (2) 

In tl1e slj_psl~cnm centerline Wn j_s identical zero, therefor. 
the down~·l~sh is only impressed by the axi.al velocity u 11 • The 
results are sho~-:n in figure 3. In the pnst, except by Levinsky ( 2) r 

authors often used a solid cylinder appro}cimation in treating 
inclined s:Lipstreams. Thi.s approximati.on is identical with the 
results of the thrust CTr ~ oo, Especially the comparison with 
measurements in figure 4 shows that this appruxi.mation cannot 
be applied for small thrust valnes in the region of high angles 
of attack, while the present pr0cedure gives a good agreement with 
the experimental data. 

4. Lifting Line Analysis 

Figure 1 has shown that especial.ly in the landing phase the 
local geometric wing angle of attack within the slipstraam may be 
in a region where flow separation occurs. The wing parts, not 
immersed in the slipstream have a local geometric angle of attack 
similar to the tilt angle, these parts are stalled during most of 
the period of transition. For predicting the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a V/STOL-aircraft, a method is necessary which 
also in the stalled region forces results. 

Sivells (s) has first developed a non-linear lifting line 
procedure based on Prandtl's lifting line analysis using non-
linear section lift data. It is an iterative procedure calculating 
the effective angle of attack with lifting line theory and comparing 
it with the given tl•m-dimensional data for the airfoil sections 
incorporated in the wing. 

For the calculation of wing-slipstream configurations 
Prandtl's lifting line theory has too many limitations for there is 
no fulfillment of the tangency flow condition, the restriction 
to high aspect ratio wings, and others. 
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Therefore a method was developed also using non-linear 
section data, but going out from an extended lifting line theory, 
published-by Weissinger (4). Here the wing loading is replaced 
by a single lifting line located in the quarter-chord line. The 
flow tangency condition is fulfilled in the three quarter-chord 
line. This method is also applicable to swept wings and wings of 
moderate aspect ratios. 

In the following swept wing are not considered because 
the use of section profile data only describes the local stall 
behaviour for rectangular wings of moderate or high aspect ratios. 

Considering the local downwash in the sense of the three
quarter-chord theorem, Biot-Savart-law gives the following 
equation 

+ X 
v 

If the angle of attack is small and CLa is equal to 2n, 
the distance between the bound vortex r and the control point 
is a half chord (as in Weissinger's theory). In the stalling region, 
the lift gradient CLa becomes smaller than 2n and the distance 
Xp - xv will vary as to be sean in the equation above. 

In the linear theory the bound vortex r is placed in the 
aerodynamic center, 11hich is defined by the follo11ing equation 

xac dcm 
-1- ~ - de 

N 
In attached flow the aerodynamic center on profiles is near the 
quarter chord point. With the onset of separation the pressure 
distribution changes significantly. An aerodynamic center with a 
definition as above is no more well-defined. The origin of force 
moves backwards. Therefore, in this case, the bound vortex is 
placed in a so-called vortex point. This point is under all flow 
conditions the origion of the resultant normal force, its position 
is defined by the equilibrium oi pitching moment. The vortex 
point definition follows than to be 

cm-cmo 

eN 

If the two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics and the local 
effective angle of attack are known the local vortex point may 
be calculated. In the linear angle of attack range aerodynamic 
center and vortex point location are identical. In the limiting 
case of high angles of attaclt with complete flow separation, the 
origin of the normal force is nearly at a half chord. For cmo is 
usually much smaller than em in this case, the vortex point lS 
situated in the center of pressure 

xc p - em 
-1-- eN 

The position of the vortex point depends on the local lift 
coefficient and the local circulation respectively, therefore the 
lifting line integral equation becomes non-linear. To obtain a 
solution, a discrete horseshoe vortex representation is used for 
the wing. The solution is performed numerically in an iterative 
manner. The following non-linear set of equation is obtained. For 
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the flow tanr~Jcncy condition 1.1hich is fulfilled just between the 
tv;o free vn::ticcs of a horseshoe vortex 

vJ. m 
tano, = - vl = l: Jhi yh • 

h=l 
The do\~'n{:,.rctsh on the location i i~3 obtained by surnminq over the ' 
downwash eJ.cmcnts of tl1c ~ hol·seshoe vortices. Tl1~ correlation j' 
function J'J1 j_ descrilJi_ng tl1e gcumctrl9 assi.gnmcnt of vortex and 
control points depends on the dimo~sionl0ss circulation y, 
therefore the: c~qu2tions are non·-l.inco.r. 

To l1andle i:he equatJ.on, ~ solution in tl1e linear range is 
calculated at first. Then tlJC locc:·,tio~1 of the local bound vortices 
and tl1e contral points are correctcc1 ttsing the two-dimensional 
airfoil datn at an cfE~ct5ve angJ.c of attack equal_ to tl1e local 
geometric 211glc of at~acl< J.~ss tl·1c ini~uc:cd a!~gJc of attac](, 
'rl· :,l"C'')"l 1"1~·-·· r-oJ-•-n]'"'J... ;/"";'1 F\'l'c·L·-;.--.-, T, ~ l.' c C)10l"'"'nc·1 ''~(1 - llC\·' c-ol·u•·l'r-.,, ll:! ... ..l. ... ~,. -..... .. -'-'-··0'-.'-'--'L -. 1. -•·'--'L '~flL ··' 1... ,':-;- '""· c (< • ,") '-· .·-11 

vector y i:; o:Jt~). i:;)_c,J. Thr::: .i t:c:::..·ation p-cocr:::d1.~.r.c cnr1s if citb:~r 
conver~JGnc·~ j_s 0lJtai.ncd or if a ma~:i~un1 nllm~~r o£ iterations l1as 
been pe:c[o:r. ;·,•c:d. 

The:: .figur2s S and G sllol.-.' sor.1e of the l.-c:=:>L~lts. In figt1re 5 
the f:>Os::.ti.o;._ O[ t:H2 L;o-:._·in.d VO~. :: .. iC(:;S ,tnd the COlOl:r'Ol J.JO.i.nl:.S Of a 
rectcEJr"JGJ.z:,_~· ':.'ins:; of con. Z:i.:->r·'~'>~: ·.·:..~.::io o:C 5 arc to be s0en. In the 
attachcC ;J.o~; rc\;i;~e up to 10° engle of attDcl: the los~~~ons of 
boun:1 vort._i_ce~; ancl (:(',Jlt)~()l po.:.~Jt~,: c:-tr2 :i.n ti1e \'.~ell-kn0\·::1 rosj.tion 
.Jf qu<."'.!_-tcr-c~;.c)rd :::.lid -:.:l.·:~c-~~·-::~;;_t-,_:·tc.r chord J.~nu rc:specti'.7cl:l· \"Jith 
increRsing [lo~~ se9a:atioJ1 ~lt hig~cr ang].cs of nttacJ~ the coiltrol 
"Ol· ..... !.,~ v l";Lr~vr:~ fo-~··~.,..·-"1 ·;hi~c -t-he r)o<.·it·io'"'s o~ the 1·o· 1 '""'d vcrtice'"' LJ .' • .'LL...C> ••"f) ·'--' <., - ~- 1\C:o.\.-.. \" .J ..• J.. • •. f: ~'- - L.L l. i..J Ul;_ • -.:.> 

nlove 1:ca~~ard. \0~tl·l i11cr~nsing ~ngle of attacJ( ·the st~ll progrcf3Sion 
from the inner l>JJ~L of i.:hc~ \-.'.ing to the out.cr part is noti.co.ble. 

In [i0'J~c G pl·cdj_ct~d a1·1~ Jncasurad lift and drng curves 
c:.rc c::n:"l/JC;J:cc·~ .. '.l'l:c· (:c•;)-'(_-,_..-r:i·!.f·.:/ jr1 lift even j_q tl:e stall region is 
very \;:::~11. Ar; :':"a:c c•s c1::..·o.c::: chcu:~tcL:.e:ci;:;lic:~; Cll>~ concerned, L:he 
profile:! drn.g fJ~c:n the t~,.ro-c1in~:,nsional profilt.:: data is taken into 
account too, therefore the conforr.:i.ty in dru.g is 2tlso very 'dell. 

2.:_ IV in~r-· S l L2 :; t r.s:_~:!":":- Inter a_c t ion 

l'li th the sJ.ipf_,:creilm model presented in cliuptcr 3 and the 
wi11g theory introduced in chapter 4 tools arc prcpurod for 
claculuting the loading of a Hing partly or fully immersed in a 
slipstream. 

A simple potential superposition of tho Hing and slipstream 
calculation is impossible. The wing-vortex syste~ induces a 
flowfield, violatine the boundary conditions of the slipstream 
surfaces; on the other hand tl1e slipstream vortex system breaks 
the tangency flow condition on che 'ding. In tho :interaction 
calculation the slipstream as well as tho wing boundary conditions 
have to be considered once more. 

The condition that the flmv inclination adjacent to the tube 
boundaries must be the same on both sides, may be written 

With the assumption that the perturbation velocity in x-direction 
is small compared with the axial slipstream component (at/ax<< u); 
this equation loads to 

a. . _uJ. a. . l 
__ J = J- + w •sin<P 
ar u, 

1 
ar oo 

J-
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The interference of the wing vortex system results in a radial 
velocity jump on each surface. This velocity jump can be produced 
by a distribution of sources and sinks on the boundaries (see (1)). 

Secondly, the pressure must be the same on both sides of 
a slipstream boundary surface 

pj-1 ~ pj 
lvith the neglect of the second order perturbation elements the 
pressure condition leads to 

d¢. u. 1 
___1 = _____2.:_ 
ax u. 

J 

H>. 1 J-
ax 1 for r=R. 

J 

This axial velocity jump on each boundary surfa~e can be produced 
by a distribution of lifting elements e.g. horseshoe vortices. 

The additional distributions of sources and vortices on the 
tube surfaces fulfilling the boundary conditions are nothing but 
a great wasting of time. With the following definition of a new 
perturbation potential the source distribution can be eliminated 
and the numerical treatment of the interference problem can be 
simplified 

sin<jl·r ) for < 
r - R. 

J 

For tho special case of an axial flow this transformation changes 
over into a formula defined by Ribner ( 6) for an uniform slipstream. 

With the foregoing transformation deliminating the source 
distribution an augmented axial velocity jump arises. This 
potential jump can be produced by a distribution of horseshoe 
vortices with the bound vortex situated in the propeller plane. 
The circulation rp matches with the potential jump over the 
boundary surface 

p 
rj = <~>j-1- <~>j • 

Futhermore, the resultant flow field of the wing including 
slipstream can be represented ent~rely in terms of this vortex 
distribution together with another vortex distribution over the 
wing and wake. Therefore the following equivalent singularity 
model for a wing-slipstream-configuration is obtained. 
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For the sake of clarity only one horseshoe vortex of each vortex 
system is shown. 

Beiides the slipstream boundary condition the flow tangency 
condition on the wing has to be fulfilled, too. With the neglect 
of the velocity components in y-direction this condition leads 
to the following equation 1'. 

w. cos (a-6) - u. sin(C<-6) = IV 1 sina 
J J -

The velocity components Wj and u· con~ain all perturbation increments 
occuring in the control points. t.g. Wj is summed from the wing 
downwash, from the downwash of all sllpstream vortex systems,from 
the downwash of the slipstream inclination and within the slipstream 
of the velocity components in z-direction of the swirl velocity 
caused by the propeller rotation. A simple vortex model of the 
slipstream has been used to calculate this swirl velocity. However, 
in order to keep the velocity finite near the axis, the central 
vortex is softened by introducing viscous core effects in the 
following semiempirical manner ~ 2 

ve = ~ cTr [1 - e-r2 c:r:c:s 6] 
v 2 -

oo r 

Satisfying the two remaining boundary conditions, it is possible to 
calculate the unknown vortex distribution representing the tube 
surfaces and the wing and wake. The condition that the resultant 
flow velocity is tangent to the effective wing surface at the i'th 
control point leads to a series of equations of the form 

w i m Or 

v- = I Y~ Jhi + I Yi Jfi 
00 h=l f=l 

The elements Jhi represent the geometric attribution of the wing 
vortices yw to the i' th v1ing control point. The elements J f i represent 
the geometric attribution of all tube vortices yP to the i'th wing 
control point. or is the resultant number of" all tube vortices 

n 
I OJ. 

j=l ' 
K points out of number of propeller. 

The pressure condition also leads to a series of equations 

yl? = const (l - (uj-1) 2) { I Ywh Qh' + o{ Ypf Qf,} ' 
l uj h=l ~ f=l ~ 

r = R. 
J 

Here the elements Qhi are describing the geometric relation of the 
wing vortices yw to the i'th tube control point, situated in the 
middle of the free vortices of a tube horseshoe vortex in the 
x-z-plane of the wing control points. 0fi describes the geometric 
assignment l::etween the tube vortices and the i' th tube control 
point. 

The structure of both series of equations can be seen in 
the matrix-notation 

(A) {yw} + (B) {yp} = {f(a)} 

(c) ;{ywl + (D) {yp} = 0 • 
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This equation system is solved iteratively in the same manner as 
shown in chapter 3 for wing alone. 

Some results are represented in the figures 7 - 10. Figure 7 
shows the calculated influence of different non-uniform propeller 
loadings on the local lift curve. The three idealised loadings 
CT = const; CT = const•r and CT = -const r were investigated. The 
integral loading was the same in all cases. The slipstream was 
divided into four tubes with uniform loading. 

A significant influence of the propeller loading and of the 
propeller rotation being responsible for the unsymmetrical lift 
distribution within the slipstream can be recognized. This influence 
has been confirmed by experiments, as to be seen in figure B. 
~1easured and predicted lift distributioM; v.rith a uniform disc 
loading and a non-uniform loading obtained from a measured dynamic 
pr(~ssure distributj_on within the slipstream are compared. The 
mensurGd values especiaJ.ly near the slipstream axis can be bett0r 
predicted with tho non-uniform slipstream procedure. 

The figures 9 and 10 show the comparison of measured and 
predicted integral lift and drag characteristics. In the lift and 
drag calculation of the Hing alone there v1ere sor,1e difference:; in 
comparison \Jith the measured vnlttes, the reason was the propeller 
nacelle mounted on the wing tip. In order to obtain comparable 
results, the calcul2tted curves were corrected in the follo~1ing 

manner 

= ( CL 
w.p. 

- CL ) 
wo.p. Calculation 

+ ( CL ) 
wo.p. Measurement 

The subscript H.p. denotes ''\vith propeller~~ and v:o.p. 11 \-.rithout 
propeller". 

The calculated lift and drag incre~ent due to the slipstream 
Has added to the measured values of the clean wing. The corrected 
curves are in a good conformity with the experiments even in the 
region of maximum lift. 

6. Summary 

In the present paper a method for calculating the loading 
and the aerodynamic characteristics of propeller-Hing-configurations 
is presented. The procedure is limited to rectangular wings with 
moderate or high aspect ratios. In particular the non-uniform 
slipstream velocity field, the displacement effect of inclined 
slipstream and the non-linear behaviour of the wing in the high 
angle of attack region are considered. 

The knowledge of the sectional profile data and the thrust 
distribution or the slipstream velocity distribution respectively 
is necessary. 

The wing-propeller-interaction procedure fulfills the 
slipstream boundary conditions and the wing tangency flow condition. 

Predicted results show a great influence of the non-uniform 
slipstream velocity field on the spanwise wing loading. Comparison 
with test data has shown that the theory predicts the span loading 
and downwash angle of an inclined slipstream reasonably well. 
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